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Abstract
There is now considerable evidence to substantiate the causal relationship between low
aidtude wind shear (LAWS) and the recent increasein low.altitudeaircraftaccidents.The
.','ationalResearch Council (1983) has found that forthe period 1964 to 1982, LAWS _vas
involved in nearly allthe weather relatedair carrierfatalities.FIowever, at present, there
i_no acceptable method, technique,or hardware system that provides the necessary safety
margins, for spatial and timely detection of LAWS from an aircraftduring the critical
phases of landing and takeoff.The Federal Aviation Administration (F.hA) has addressed
this matter (Federal Registry,1988) and supports the development of an airborne system
for detecting hazardous LAWS with at leasta one minute warning of the potentialhazard
to the pilot. One of the purposes of this paper is to show from some of our preliminary
flighcmeasurement researchthat a forward looking infraredradiometer (FLLR) system can
be used to successfullydetectthe cool downdraft of downbursts (microbursts/macrobursts)
and thunderstorm gust frontoutflows that are responsiblefor most of the LAWS events.
The FLI_ system provides a much greater safetymargin for the pLlotthan that provided
by reactive designs such as inertial-adrspeed systems that require the actual penetration
of the MB before a pilot warning can be initiated. Our preliminary results indicate that
an advanced airborne FLIR system could provide the pilot with remote indication of MB
threat, location, movement, and predicted MB hazards along the flight path ahead of the
aircraft.
In a proof-of-concept experiment, we have Right tested a prototype FLIR system (non-
scanning, fixed range) near and within Colorado MB's with excellent detectability. The
results show th&ta minimum warring time of one-four minutes (5-10 kin), depending on
aircraftspeed, isavailableto the pilotprior to MB encounter. Analysis of the flightdata
with respect to a modified 'Hazard Index' indicatesthe severe hazard that :he apparently
weak and innocuous MB% present to both the commercial transport pilotsas well as the
m,ch largernumber of pilotswho flythe smaller generalaviation and executive aircraft.
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I. Introduction
Over the past few years the importance of low altitude wind shear (LAWS) from thun-
derstorm outflows and downbursts to aviation safety has resu/ted in the development of
several new detection tech.u.iquesand waxuing systems. The driving force for tkis _tmo-
spheric research had its roots in the sobering statisticsof LAWS related accidents. The
1975 Eastern Airlines accident at Kennedy Airport (Fujita,1985) provided much of the
impetus for thisinitialresearch and development work.
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) statisticshow that 1987 was t!_c
worst year for air travelsince 1974 with 31 aircraftaccidentsclaiming 231 lives.A number
of these accidents were related to low altitude wind shear (LAWS) x incidents during the
approach or takeoff phases. In acldition,a study conducted by the National Research
Council (1983) for the period 1964 to 1982 showed that LAWS was involved in nearly
all the air carrierfatalities.Since 1982, the NTSB _ studied three aclditiona.lLAWS
accidents,including the widely publicizedDelta Airlinemicroburst accident at Dnlla.s/Fort
Worth InternationalAirport where 134 passengers and crew were killed.These studiesdo
not include similarstatkticsfor the largestaJrcra.ftsegment of the country, i.e.privateand
executive aircraftor generaJ aviationxircrxft(GA). Because oftheirlow-altitudeoperating
regime GA aircra.Rhlve incr_*-sedpossibilitiesof encountering dangerous wind shear events.
Aircraft with high airspeed and wind loading appear to be more seusitiveto head/tail
wind variationsthan a_rcra/twith low airspeed and wing loaAiingwhich are more sensitive
to downdraft/updrafl peneW'ations (Stengel, 1984). Our preliminary studies _uggest that
many small, private _rcr_t accidents,especiallyown" high terrmn axe the resultof LAWS
generated by gust fi,onts (GF), and/or micu'o-mamroburst(MB) activity.
Although, siKRiflc_t pro_m hx, been ma_le in the development and testingof the
TDWR _ and the LLWAS 3 forlarKexirportLAWS hazards (Mxhoney, etal. 1989;Turnbull.
1LAWS u wed in this propomd k • Ipmeric term which Lududes the wind sbeu/verxicxi motion _elds
produced by I_m* fronm (GF), amd microbursu/macrobursu_ (MB).
_TDWR: Terminal Dopplea Weather R.ad_ (Research Applications Program, 1988)
'LLWAS: Low Level WindshelLr Alert System (WLIson sad Flueck, 1986; Go_" and Gr_'nzow, 1989)
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et al., 1989; Goffand Gramzow, 1989; McCarthy and Wilson, i985; Campbell, eta/.. 1989;
Smythe, 1989), the FAA (Federal Registry, 1988) and other Federal agencies now :ecogrdzes
that there is a need for an airborne low altitude wind shear system that v,-ill:
1. supplement the planned 47 airport deployment of LLWAS and TDWR warning sys-
tems, and
2. providean on-boardaircraftsystemthatwillindicatelow altitudewind shearhazards
atallairportsforallcommercialaircraftduringthecritJcaJlandingand takeoffphases.
The importance of an airborne system is manifested in its tmique capability to search, in
teaJ-time,theairspacedirectlyaheadoftheaircraftforsuspectedLAWS/MB activityduring
the entireapproach toor departurefrom allrunways atany airport.Figureischematically
depictsa possibleLAWS/MB scenariofor the landing(LDG) and takeoff(T/O) phases
thatinvolvea MB penetration.The fowaxd lookinginfraredradiometer(FLIR) system
remotelymonitorsthecolddowndraftregionofthe MB verticalcore_stheaircraftdescends
along the glideslopetoward the ranw-_y.Prior to and duringtakeoff,the aircraftFLIR
system can scan verticM1yand horizontallya.he_dof the aircrafto detectMB activity.
Airborne inertialsystemsmust fixst sensepositivedeviationsabove the glideslopedue to
am increaseinhea.dwindsorverticalmotions(Rt.,)beforecorrectiveactioncan be initiated
(Fig. 1). Further penetr'4tioa into the MB to Rt4 axe needed by these reactive systems
to completely assess the MB intensity and sM'ety of Right. A similax situation develops for
aircraft depaxtu.res through a MB at loc_tions R7"l mud Rr2. It is well recognized that severe
MB wind tields are capnble of bringing down any commercial or private aircraft now flying.
Consequently, _ircraLt inertial systems do not provide adequate warning for avoidance or
escape of severe LAWS/MB situations. Even in nonsevere situations they do not provide
avoidance capability and may be marginal in providing a timely aJert to the pilot and/or
flight control system. In essence they ate a reactive not a predictive Rigi_t safety system.
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2. The Forward-Looking Infrared Radiometer (FLIR) System
a. Instrumentation
Our objectivehas been todetermine the applicabilityofa prototype infrared(IR) system
for airborne, advance detection of thunderstorm downbursts which lead to low aJtitude
wind shear (Fig. 2). The IR sensing system isa precisionradiationthermometer with an
instantaneous fieldof view ([FOV) of 2 deg. and specialfdtersfor sensing in the 13 to
15 micrometer portion of the atmospheric molecular spectrum of CO_. The radiometer is
mounted (forward pointing) under the wing of a small atmospheric research aircraft(Fig.
3). The wing suspension strutand instrument pod for the radiometer are located such that
the radiometer [FOV isoutside the propellorarc.
A hJgkly ef_cient onboard data a_quJsitionsystem provides the data processing and
cdculation of Doppler winds, gust gradient observations (3-axisgust probe system) to-
gether with allstandard meteorologicalparameters (Sinclairand Purdom, 1989, 1983). An
a_ivanced, _gh accuracy DME/LORA_-C navig-,ttlon system allows precise positioning of
the a_rcra_ with respect to the location of advance shear detection and subsequent shear
encounter. The central processing unit (MASSCOMP multi-bus computer) provides data
sampling (25-100 samples see-*), stor_e, caJculation, and gr_phir._! display in qua.si-reaJ-
time. All data sampled is initially stored on hard disk (80 megabytes) and then it is dumped
to a compact, cassette type tape for final stor'_,e prior to landing. Post flight data pro-
cessing is accomplished on the airborne computer and then dumped to a printer/graphics
gl'onnd system. Dur_ the research flight the computer also provides current Kraphicxl
disp|,_y of all the parameters for real-tlme display and control of the flight operations.
b. Atmospheric Physics of Microburst Detection
Previous work by severalauthors has shown that there is a demonstrated relationship
between the temperature differenceacrossa shear-producing gust frontor downburst out-
flow and the wind speed and directionof the gust frontoutflow. The larger temperature
diiTerencesappeax to produce higher wind shear or peak gusts. Fawbush and Miller _1954),
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Foster (1958), and Proctor (1989) have provided a physical basis for predicting surface peak
o_ustscaused by thunderstorm density currents. Temperature drops of 5°C may readily ac-
company peak busts of 17 m s-I while those of 15°C are associated with peak gus:s of
approximately 40 m s -_ (Fig. 4). The more recent work by Proctor (1989) involving _,IB
modeling tends to corroborate these eariier results of Fawbush and MiLler and Foster for
non-frontal thunderstorms. For example, Proctor's results show a maximum deviation from
earlier data of approximately --4 m s-l at a temperature drop (A7') of approximately 6°C.
At otherAT valuesthesurfacewind bustvaluesarealsoslightlylowerwith both data sets
indicatingnearlyidenticalpeak winds atAT --16°C.
On theotherhand, however,Fujita(1985)has shown that40% ofNIMROD and JAWS
mJcroburstsarewarmer thantheirenviromentatthesurface.The outflowisthennotstrictly
analogousto a relativelycoldgravityor densitycurrent,althoughitinitiallymay have a
similarmomentum structure.As a result, the temperaturea.nomMy acrosstheleadingedge
of the outflowst the surfacemay not alwaysindicatea coolgravitycurrentoutflowwiths
known temperaturedrop vs.maximum wind gustrelationship.Thus, s FLIR temperature
sensing-windshear predictorsystem thatlooks at the surfaceoutflowre,on wouJd give
con.fusingresultsmuch ofthe time.Inaddition,infraredobserv-_tionsofthesurfaceoutflow
during the landingapproach would alzoincludea ground surfaceheat sourceterm that
would swamp the MB outflowsignal.Consequently,our presentFLIR systemhas an IFOV
that intercepts the MZBin a horizontal plane (Fig. 1). Thus, as the aircraft descends,
successively lower regions of the MB wertical core are remotely sensed by the FLIR system.
Below approximately 300 m AGL, the FL/R system will at some point intercept the MB
outflow region. However, the FLIR system is designed to provide a waxaing signal to the
pilot long before this low altitude-low speed situation develops. Consequently, the FLIR
detected temperature anomalies will nOrm,Lily not include those positive anomalies that
may be measured in the sad'ace layer. If positive temperature anomMies exist significantly
above the surface layer, then the MB will in all probability not be a flight hazard.
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In some of our previous resear_ [Kuhn et aJ. (1983), Kakn and Sindalr (1987), Sinclair
and Kuhn (1989)] low level penetrations of dow'nbnrsts and microbursts indicated that the
magnitude of the time rate of change of temperature difference (_) was indicative of gust
front intensity. These results suggested that the criterion for potential shear warning w_
-O.$°C{s. For larger negative values of _, the algorithm applied to the radiometer output
predicts gust front shear to also increase. Note we are continuing our FLIR me_urements
in order to increase the number of MB penetrations from which statistical _Lnd dynamical
formulations can be developed between the MB temperature anomaly and the low altitude
wind shear intensity.
In a horizontally uniform temperature field, both the near filter channel of the r_diome-
ter, or the static air temperature measured at the a.ircr_t, and the forw_d, long-range
sensing filter channel of the radiometer sense the same temperature. As a cool MB is
approar..hed, the long range cha,anel begins to sense a cooler temperature well before the
aircraSt reaches the gust front, and the near chan.nel senses the warmer static temperature
at the air,aft until the cool dow'od.n_ or gust fl"out is penetrated (Fig. 1). At this point
both radiometers sense the same temperature for a period of time. No alert for LAWS is
produced until the temperature difference between the forward sensed temperature and the
a_rcraft temperature reaches the predetermined negative threshold (AT) and/or negative
rate threshold (_).
The width of the FLII radiometer filter p_s band, Av, is an important consideration
in designing the optics of the FL[R LAWS radiometer (Caracena, eta/., 1981).' Theoretical
considerationa show that nau'mw pass "bands give the best spatial discrimination of thermal
perturb.tiotts, while broad pa_ bands produce the strongest corresponding perturbation
signal in the radiometer output.
RaAiation in the atmospheric molecular spectrum of carbon dioxide (N_) and from the
target (NT) that reaches the radiometer optics detector m,y be expressed as
N - NE + NT{WaZts cm-=sr -l]
_t4
or
d_d_+ :.B(,,,:ro)_,,)%(_,)_v(i)
See Appendix I forexplanationof symbols.The firsterm in Eq. (I)representsemitted
radiancefrom theatmosphere(well-mixedC02) wh.ilethesecondterm representsthe target
radiancetransmittedthroughthe atmosphereto the detector.
In the firsterm (NE) ofEq. (I)thehorizontaltransmiss/onmay be expressedas
r,_,, = exp(-k,_,,qpx ) 2)
where the product,qp,isthe mean densityofcaxbon dioxidegas.The weightingfunction
distancein Eq. (I) isgiven by _ as a functionof the horizontalpath distance,z.
Equation (2) may be differentiatedwith respectto distance,x, to givethe logaxithrnic
weightingfunction:
Or Or
0_---_= _z = -k_.qp,-. (3)
This term weightsthe radiancereceivedfrom the taxKetat the _ometer from distance
incrementsinthedirectionofthetaxKet,suchasacoldmicrobu.rstorgustfrontwhere LAWS
may exist.This weightingfunctionthuschaxacterizesthe contributionofI:Rr'a_ationin
the wavelength rangeselectedby the filterthrough portionsof the atmosphere along the
cone of acceptanceofthe IR sensor.The choiceof thefilterspectralband (determinedby
the cut-onand cut-offilterwavelengths)thereforedeterminesthe rangeor 'lookdistance'
oftheradiometer.The 'lookdistance'(L) isdefinedas theweightedmean distance(£-),i.e.
= (4)
A detailedevuluationofEq. (3)asafunctionofv'_rioushorizontaldistances,z,and altitudes
(33 to 800 m) over various pass bands at 10 cm -t intervMs in the 667 to 710 cm -1 (14.99-
14.08 #m) portion of the CO2 spectrum (FiK. 5) provides a large matrix of Iogaxithmic
weighting functions. For our prototype IR detector system, we selected a weighting function
centered neaa 700 cm -1 (14.29 #m) which results in a theoretical fixed 'look-distance'
of apprc_ximately5.0 km (Fig.6). This coni_gurationwould giveapproximately100-140
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seconds warning time to microburst and shear encounter for our a.ircrat"tpenetration speeds.
For transport aircrad't wkich have approach speeds of approxJmately 150 mph, the w_niz_g
time to MB penetration would be only s/ightly less, i.e. 75-105 seconds.
The second term (NT) in Eq. (1) represents the target temperature w]dch in this case
refers to the cool downdr_t or microburst at temperature (To). If the target is at or
within the equivalent 'look distance', it will be easily detected. For targets beyond the 'look
distance', the atmospheric transm/ttance [r(Av)] will act to suppress the target radiance.
The technique is to scan radi;dly (in combination with azimuth scanning) with _rious
filtersI_(_,)]untila particular'lookdistance'providesa max/mum change in radiance.
This providesam estimateof thetazgetdistancefrom the FLIR system.
c. FLIR System Performance
To establishsome conJidenceintheabilityof the FLIR system to detec_MB tempera-
tureanomMies ofatle_t _few de_reescentigr4de,an maalysisofthedetectionsystemnoise
equivalentr_d/Lnce(NEN) aazdnoiseectrdvalenttemperatured/iTerence(NEAT) thresh-
oldswu _comp];shed. The FLIR systememploys a hyperimmersed therm/sterbolometer
detectorin the frontend of 8 predsionra_on thermometer wkich haa the following
specifications:
Ae, A_
A!
7"1
k.
.4.
A
D"
- sol/d Ln&le intercept at detector, [A@(1 - cosAe)J; Jr -1
= detector [FOV, (2.0"); where 8 and @are spherical coordinates
electronic bandwidth (1.0 Hz)
=, filterefficiency(0.68)
- lens efficiency (0.44)
-- electronic _stem noise fau_tor(1.2)
- optics de_r _per,ture (0.785an _)
detector are_ (0.25 x 10_cm 2)
m detector detectivity (3.0 x 10acre Hzl/2W -I)
From thesesystem par'4metersthe noiseequivalentradiance(NEN) can be calculated,
#E# = v_,/'_k.
or
NEN = 4.0 x lO-ewatts cm-2sr -s.
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The NEN providesa lower thresholdat which the FLIR system can detectatmospheric
radiantnnomal.ies.
Intermsoftemperaturethresholds,acompatiblenoiseequJvaJentemperaturedifference
(NETD) can alsobe obtainedfi'omthefoIIow/ngexpression:
NETD = fF_
t _'_ iTs
where;
F
B
To
T8
ra
To
-- emissivity(1.0)
_= sensorfocallength(14 ram)
= Pla_ckradiationlaw
-- blackbodytargettemperature(292K)
- back&_ound temperature(294K)
_= atmospherictransmission(0.3,5)
-_- opticaltransmission(0.30)
With thesev-Muesofthesystem paxa.meters,thenoiseequivalentemperaturedifferenceis:
NETD = 0.03K.
This NETD representsthe necessaryte.mper4turedifferencebetween the MB taa'Ket(292
K) and the environment(294K) toproduceasignal-to-noiserxtioofunity(labor_torycase,
7-,= 1.0).For a realatmosphere with 3,50ppm C02, 5 gm Kgm -I watervapor,and the
MB at a raage of approximately 5 hn, the NETD becomes:
NETD = 0.12K.
These results axe compatible with the experimentally determined FLIR system sensitivity
of +0.1 ° K mad re:curacy of :[:0.5" K.
These performuce pazamete_s will be improved significantly in a second generation
FLIR desiKuwhich employs a cooled,HKCdTe (Mercury-Cxdmium-Tel/uride)detectorthat
provides a NEH = 4.72 x 10-4 v_tts cm-_sr -l.
Atmospheric effects(absorbtionand sc,xttering)_t to de&_raclethe FLIR system per-
formance.We have assumed thatthe MB isessentiallya blac..kbody radiatingthroughan
interveningFASCODE2 model atmosphere(Clough etal.,1986)thatabsorbs(C02 and w_.
tervxpor)and .-e-rmliatesms x blackbody.Ba_kKmund ra_liationisneK[ectedsincethe MB
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lateral and vertical dimensions provides an essentially opaque (black) body that completely
intercepts the IFOV of the FLIR system. Scattering by dry atmospher/c aerosols is small
compared to carbon dioxide and water v-_por absorbtion. For example_ the LOWTR.AN 7
tropospheric aerosol mode[ (Kneizys, et al., 1988) for a mid-latitude MB situation indicates
that neglect of aerosol scattering leads to a percentage error that is less than 0.2%.
This au'_alysis of the FLIR system performance provided a quantitative foundation from
which we concluded that MB's with at le_t a AT - 1°-2°C could be detected remotely
through an absorbing atmosphere in the 12-15 _m infrm'ed spectral passband. The results
of several relatively 'we_k' (AT - 2°C) MB penetrations also support the results of this
system analysis and show that the FLIR system estimated accuracy of ±0.5°C ismet or
exceeded.
We have tested this bmic concept under actuM Right conditions and some of these
measurement resultsare discussed in the followingsections.
3. Pr_y Me_ements and Oboervations
a. Verification of FLIR Detectabilit T
The prototype FLIR radiometer wu inst._dled on the fight wing of our _tmospherJc re-
search drcra_t,_ Cessma "r207. A hJshlyefficienton-board data _cquisitionsystem (MASS-
COMP computer) provides digital recording (25-50 sps) of doppler winds, 3 axis gust probe
and strap-down gyro parameters, Mong with stznd_rd meteorologlc._parameters (SindaJr
and Purdom, 1989, 1984, 1983_b; Sinclair,1979, 1973).
Several Kight tests of our present proof-of-concept system not only brought to Light
several new features of the mlcroburst phenomena but provided, u well, & rea/m]croburst
environment for pr_l_m_nzry testing of the forward-looking IR (FLIR) wind shear detection
system (Sinclairand Kulzu, 1987, 1989). Two examples of these penetrations are discussed
below in order toshow the potentiM forfurtherdevelopment ofthe present proof-of-concept
detection system. The spproach tothe mJcroburst penetrationisdepicted in Fig. 7 with the
winds (VH, w), the temperature difference(AT,) between the mJcroburst and the aircraR
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environment, _.nd the FLIP_ temperature difference (ATR) shown in Figs. 8 and 10. In
these two MB penetrations the xircra.ft was flown in a constant attitude, constant power
confEKu.ration which allowed altitude changes above and below the initial point. We believe
these to be the first airborne meuurements maple nea_ and within a microburst of vertical
motion (w),horizontal wind (VH),_T,, and _Ta.
The important features of these penetrations _re outlined below:
I) MB#I
(a) The penetration was begun at 1800 ft (549 m) AGL, 18 km south of the Cheyenne
R.idKe (Colorado-Wyom/ng border) on 11 August 1987 at approximately 1400
MST. The alrcr_'s true heading was approximately 270 ° at a true a_rspeed of 56
m sec -l. The MB depiction in Fig. 7 is a reasonable facsimile of the penetration
confEguration. The four gr_,phs in Fig. 8 represent (1) the atmospheric vertical
motion (r_) in m s-l, (2) the horizontalwind (VH) in degreesfrom true
north (vertical lines) and knots,(3) the static (environmental) temperature (7",)
at the adrcrm%, and (4) the ramfield ra_iometric temperature minus the static
temperature (T,)measured at the aircraft (_Ta). The abci_ is the horizontal
distance in kilometers from the initial point.
(b) The vertical motion field (lo) shows the characteristic upward velocity of 1 m
s-* below the cloud on ,,pproach to the MB. The core of the MB occurs at
approximately 10.0 kin and b 'buried' within a heavy precipitation' (HI') core
(Fig. 9) where the maximum vertical velocity of Io -- -12.5 ms-* is reached. A
secondary region of lazge vertical motion (to = -8 m s-t) was also encountered
in light precipitation (LP) prior to entering the MB core at z _ 7.5 kin. This
secondary downdra.ft core is driven by the upstream flow field of the downstream
vortex (Fig. 9). It is important to note that this secondary downdra_ core
was encountered primarily because of the selected tircra.ft penetration altitude
a_d hearling relative to the MB orientation. Other _rcraSt penet:ation he_fings
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and altitudes could have produced quite different secondary, a.s weLla.s primary,
dow'ndraft structure due to the MB asymmetry and vortex circulation structure.
(c) The horizontal wind field (VH) during most of the penetration indicates a head-
wind component of approxJmatdy 10 knots. Within the HP core of the .VIB the
wind changes abruptly to a tailwind of 15-20 knots. This wind reversal (AVH =
25-30 knots), coupled with the severe downdraft of the MB, provides a critical
flight regime for aircraft maneuvering near the ground. Since this was a mid-
level MB penetration (i.e. initially above the vortex flow field), the P'H wind field
did not ex/tibit the classical strong headwind-tallwind sequence that is normally
observed closer to the ground in the MB outflow reg/on.
(d) The static temperature (2",) measured at the _ircraft represents the temperature
vaxiationsnearand withinthe MB withrespecttoa referencealtitude(z_ 550
m AGL), i.e. the initial altitude at z = 0. The process lapse rate required to
reference the measured temperature fi-om altitudes above and below this reference
altitude was obtained from multi-level aircraft soundings near and within the MB.
The temperature measurements indicate a sharp decrease at approximately :_
5.5 kin, just prior to entering the light precipitatiou (LP), Fig. 9. A maximum
temperature deficit or change ofATo _ 2_C occurs near the backside (upstream)
of the MB core .just outside of the lip in the rain-cooled region.
(e) The FLIR, AT.q data plot indicates • target acquisition at about 3.3 km or
6Qo
app_ately..ikO" km from the target which represea_ts the rain-cooled core of
q-/O
the wet MB •t x m 4t':5"km. As pointed out above in the temperature (T.)
di_.'mmion, the maximum AT, actually occurs on the upstream or backside of
the MB. However, the FLIR measured ATR of-2°C agrees with the in-situ AT,
of -2°C, and therefore • warning of impending MB penetration of, a_,-least-2-3
minutes is available to the pilot of • jet transport type aircraft in the landing
phase. At slower approach speeds, this wazning time is significantly increased.
It is important to note also, that because of the FLIR systems minimum de-
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tectabil]ty of approximately ±0.5°C, the first significant temperature decrease
at = _ 5.5 km of AT, = 0.5°C, was sctuMly detected at approximately z _ 1.3
kin. Consequently, this rain cooled re_ion of the LP re_ion wbSch proceeded the
main core of the MB, may provide alert alarms prior to penetration of the MB
core on p_'ticular a_rcrat't penetration tracks. In any case, these preliminary
measurements indicate that our FLI]_ system can detect the MB core through
lJght precipitation.
The cross-over point where AT > 0 does not mea_u that the wet MB is
now warmer tha_u the new field static temperature. What has happened is that
some of the predpitat]on has been deposited on the radSometer optics. This
water coating on the lens has resulted in the blockage of outside radiation to
the detector. The detector then also views reflected energy from the heated
bla_.k body reference cavity during this part of the chopper cycle. This results
in an erroneously hi_,,h temperature output which will eventually approach the
45°C c_vity reference. Hence, the _T's will progressively increase in a positive
direction as indicated for >_.5.7 kin. We are testing several design modifications
which will elinl/nate this prec/pitation contamination of the FL/_ optics.
2) MB#2
On the same day, a second MB penetr'4tion was marie over flat terrain just north
of Fort CoLlhLs,CO (Figs. 10 and 11). The important features of this penetration are
outlined below:
(a) The penetr'_tion was started at 1150 ft (350 m) AGL at approximately 1500 MST.
The aircraft true heading was 200 ° at a true airspeed of 57 m sec -1. This MB
configuration is similar to that depicted in Fig. 7, but with very little vortex roll-
up of the outflow near the ground. The three graphs depict the same para_meters
as displayed in the first MB penetration (Fig. 8).
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(b) The vertical motion field (w) in this case is primarily dowuwaxd on approach to
the wet MB. This is a result of the light rain encountered between z = 2.5 km
and 5.0 kin. The core of the wet MB is located at approximately 9.0 km and
is 'buried' within the moderate precipitation (MP) core where the downward
vertical motion reaxhes a maximum of w _ -14 m s -1. In this case, MB#2 had
a much more extensive area of LP prior to penetration of the MB core which was
approximately the same diameter aa that of MB#1 (Figs. 9 and 11). Although
ihe largestverticalmotion (w _, -14 m s-l) was encountered within the ._,IB
core,the downward verticalmotion was stillstrongjust upstream from the MP
in the rain-cooledregion (Fig. 11).This regionof downward motion appears to
frequentlyoccur on the upstream side,which appears to be a rain cooled region
followingthe primary precipitationcore of the MB.
(c) The horizontalwind field(VR) during most of the penetration indicatesa head-
wind component of approximately 10 knots. In this case, the wind begins to
change within the core ofthe wet MB from southwesterly toa 5-10 knot northerly
flow. While the effectiveheadwind-tallwind component amounts to approxi-
mately 20-25 knots,the change taltespl_ce over a horizontM distance of4-5 kin.
This change ismore gradual in headwind-tailwind component (._r _ 2.8x 10-3
sec-I) than in MB#1 where essentiallythe same change occurred over a I km
distance (-_- _ 13.8x 10 -3 sec-;). Note, that the she_r (_) in MB# 1 signif-
icantly exceeds the presently accepted minimum wind shear hazard of 2.5 x 10 -3
sec -1 (Mahoney, et a/., 1989): Again, however, this is a mid-level MB penetration
where the YJz wind field did not exhibit the classical heaclwind-tailwind sequence
that isnormally observed closerto the ground in the MB outflow regions.
(d) The temperature minimum of approximately 18.5°C occurs at z - 9.3 km (Fig.
10) which agrees well with the locationof the maximum downward verticalmo-
tion of to- -14 m s-I (Fig. 11).Thus, the totaltemperature deficitisapproxi-
mately AT, = 1.8°C.The T, mcasurements indicatethat the cool MB downdrah
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core begins at z _ 8.3 km and extends to z _. 11.0 kin. Note, that the tem-
perature returns slowly to a near constant environmental value of T, -_ 20.0°C.
This slow return of the temperuture to a somewhat lower value on the upstream
sideof the MB isdue primarily to the effectof the rain cooled re,on leftin the
'wal(e'of the MB. Also, as in MB#1, there isa definitetemperature decrease
as the aircraft approaches or enters the precipitation regions. In MB#2, this
initial temperature decrease occurs at z w. $.2 km while in MB#1 tkis same
initial decrease of temperature occurs at z _ $.5 kin. In both cases, this ini-
tim temperature decrease is associated with the approach to or encountering
light precipitation (LP) preceding (or downstream of) the MB core. Penetration
tracks from the upwind side of the MB would show a more gradual tempera-
tare decrease characteristic of the tr_ling 'wake' or rain-cooled region. On the
other hand, cross-streampenetrationsof the MB core may show neitherofthese
temperature vm'iations,especiallyin the case ofasymmetric MB flow structure.
Under particularconditionstherefore,thesetemperature decreasesmay prove to
be important precursors of MB presence and intensityfurtheralong the flight
path. Numerical simulations of mJcrobursts also indicate a temperature drop
prior to penetration of the MB core, primarily during the increasing hesdwind
portion of the penetration (Babcock and Droegemder, 1989; DroegemeJer and
Babcock, 1989). This iseasilyexplained inthat in these cases the modeled pene-
trationtrack isthrough the symmetrical outflowvortex roLl-upwhich represents
coolerairthan the environment. However, as Proctor (1989) and others (Bedard
and LeFebvre, 1986) have pointed out, the presence of a surfacestablelayeror
w-Arm boundary layerc.a.ugreatlymodify the temperature ofthe outflow (vortex)
air--tothe point,in some cases,where the increasingheadwind may be warmer
than the surrounding environment. In the two cases we have citedhere the ini-
tim penetration flighttrack isjust above the outflow and consequently the first
temperature decrease isdue to the LP regionpreceding the MB core.
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(e) The FLIR, ATR data plot suggests a MB target acquisition at z -_ 3.0 km or
approx/matety 6.3 km from the MB core at z _ 9.3 km (Fig. 10). In this
case, the detail of the maximum ATa is somewhat obscurred by the effect of the
predpitation on the PRT-5 optics. In this case, the ma_mum temperature deficit
(AT'o _ 1.8°C) also compares furor'ably with the maximum FLIR measurement
of AY'R _ 1-8°-2.0°C • Again, a warning time of approximately 2 minutes is
available for transport type aircra_ and up to 4 m/nutes for smaller, general
aviation aircrdt. Furthermore, we believe that the MB was, in essence, initially
detected at z _ 1.0 lan due to the cool dowrdra.t't in LP at z -_ 5.2 kin. As
in MB#1, this early detection of the cool downdraft preceding the MB core
along this penetration track provides 1 minute plus alert signal at z _. 1.0 km in
:,ddition to the 2 minute w_.ming at z _ 5.0 km of impending MB penetration.
b. M.icroburst Features Important to Flight Safety
1) Headwind/Tailwind--VerticaJ Motion Factor
Our Right research indicates, in agreement with previous events and research, that
the low level penetration of a fully developed microburst (MB), which combines the
effects of strong headwind/tailwind tad vertical motion factors, can be very hazardous
to the untrained pilot. However, this is not the only hazardous situation for the unsus-
pecting pilot. There are many more MB's that appear weak and innocuous to the pilot
than there aze thoee that ca,, be easily distinguished by a trained pilot. Many of these
so-called innocuous MB's are dry and therefore not easily detected by the proposed
airport radars. However, these MB's are capable of producing vertical and horizontal
flow fields that are still hazardous with respect to transport type aircraft landing and
takeoff performance margins. Furthermore, pilots of smaller aircrad't may well find
that their alto:aft landing/takeoff performance margins (climb rate, controllability,
speed control, etc.) are significantly exceeded during these MB penetrations.
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Consequently, in order to fullydocument this_ght safetyhazard, itisimperative
that in-situflightmeasurements by research_rcraft be continued ina fullrange ofMB
types, at various altitudesand penetration headings with respect to the MB track.
Our preliminary flightresets indicate that in certain MB approach headings and
altitudesthe verticalmotion fieldmay provide a more hazardous fl_ghtregime than
the headwind/t_lwind factor.Inother approach headings and MB config_trations,the
reversemay be true or both factorsmay be of near equal importance. The availabi/Jty
of in-situmeasurements of this type by research _ircr_t will provide the _ir-truth
needed for radar algorithm improvement, numerical modeling studies,and re_istic
aircraftsimulation operation and tralRing.
2) The Hazard Index
In order to put some of our preliminaxy measurements in perspective with the
anticipatedhazards of MB penetration,the hazard index (F) developed by Targ and
Bowles (1988) isshown in Figs.9 and 11, i.e.,
g V
along with a second hazard fac¢orproposed by the authors,
where:
T1
g
10
V
A
- La4grangita ch&nge in the wind along the a_rcr4R flight path
m acceleration of grtvity
m vertical wind velocitycomponent
__ true airspeed of the aircraft
- altitude above ground level (AGL)
Positive values of F indicate aircraft performance loss (i.e. decreasing headwind or
increasing tailwind and/or downdrafl) while negative values of F indicate aircraft
performance gain (i.e. increasing headwind or decreasing tailwind and/or updraft).
The F factor is quantitatively related to the effect of wind shear/vertical motion on
the aircraft energy state and the available rate of climb potential. We suggest an
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additional hazard index f_tor (F') wl_ichisrepresented by the second hazard index
_aph (A) in Figs. 9 and 11. Itincludes the additionalhazard of the aircraft,-_CL
altitude,i.e.the potentialMB hazard issubstantJ_ly increasedfora low levelaircraft
penetration vsone at a higher altitudewhere recovery may be more probable. From
our experience with general aviation _ircr_t, an altitude lossof 250-300 m is not
unusual in our present penetration technique,i.e.constant attitude-constantpower
profile.Note_ thisaltitudelossresultsina maximum 7-10 de_ee _ght path angle with
the hor/zontaland thus does not significantlyaffectthe hazard index (E) derivation
approximations. As the alrcra_:approaches the ground due to a.ircr_tperformance
losswithin the MB (F > 0), the hazard index (F') increasessignificantlydue to the
altitudeterm (I+ !2._). Thus, F" isalways greaterthan E depending on the aircraft
altitude(AGL). For example, at criticalaltitudesbelow 120 m, F" willbe more than
twice the value of F. An analysisof a wide range of commercial _rcr_t (light-to-
medium weight) performance capabilitiesindicatesthat the hazard index factor(F')
could be used to alertthe pilotof the flighthazards of MB penetration,i.e.
MB FlightHazards
No hazard: F" < 0.10
Yellow alert: 0.i0 __F" < 0.20
Red alert: F" >_0.20
The yellow alert implies considerable caution must be exercised by the pilot to avoid
una, cceptable altitade/alnpeed losses during MB penetration. The red alert indicates
thst MB penetration is not a_Ivised and appropriate abort and go-around procedures
will be necessary. Consequently, in both MB#1 and MB#2 (Figs. 9 and ii), the
hazard index IF or F'] becomes si_mificant (yellow and red alerts) from near the
forward edge of the MB to an area just upstream of the rear precipitation boundary.
This hazard region is generated primarily by the vertical motion term (_) and the
ground proximity term (1 + _). Only near the rear boundary of MB#1 (Fig.
9) does the wind shear term (_) become more significant (at z _, 10.9 kin) than
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the vertical motion term (_). The general dominance of the term _ is important
when one considers that most private-commercial aircraft have easily generated climb
capabilities significantly less than the 8-15 m s-I vertical motions measured in MB#I
and MB#2.
4. Conclusions
We anticipate that continued aircraft probing of microbursts of _rious sizes and
intensities at different altitudes and relative penetration headings will yield significant
information on MB structure and aircraft hazards IF, F']. This information coupled
with the FLIR (ATR) measurements will provide a data base from which alert and
waxaJng algorithms can be developed for second and third generation FLIR detection
systems. These on-goingand futurestudieswillbringintoshaxperfocustheimpor-
tanceof water vapor absorbtion,predpitationscreeningofMB infraredsignaJs,and
waxm MB falsealazmJ. The latterfactor,warm MB's, isconsideredby many to be
simplya manifestationofthe disturbanceof the warm, surfacelayer_/rby the MB
outflow.As a res'a/t,ground surfacetemper-_turemeasurementscouldindicatea warm
MB core which in reality may still be colder than its environment at an altitude of
50-100 m. Thiswarm surfacelayeris_na/ly below theFLIR scanvolume and would
thereforenot become & fMse alarm factor.Additionalmeasurements willprovidea
dearer and quantitativepictureof the actualatmosphericprocessesresponsiblefor
the warm MB structure.
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Appencfix: Symbol and Acronym Table
N,B
K
kay
q
T
To
t_
*M
z
&TR
a_Z2z
,xt
aT.
Av
sr-I
v
A
P
,(v)
AGL
DME/LORAN-C
IFOV
radiance, w cm -2 sr-1 (B - blackbody radiance)
temperature, degrees Kelvin
CO_ absorption coefficient, cm2g -t
mass mixing ratio of CO_, g g-I
atmospheric temperature, K
Target temperature, K (Downburst volume)
optical thickness of CO: gas (g cm -2)
vertical motion, m s-1
horizontal distance, km
vertical distance, m
temperature difference between FLIX sensed sir temperature and the
aircraft static temperature
time rate of change of forward looking iX sir temperature
minus static air temperature at sircraa_, °C s °1
static temperature defidt between sircraaet and microburst
optical filter band width, cm -_
sternaljan
W_Ve ntlmber_ cm -I
wav_length
C02 transmittallce,
xir density, gcm -_, p/l_
radiometer _Iter transmission, %
Above Ground Levd
Distance Measuring System/Long Range Navigation System
Instantaneous Field of View
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 LAWS/MB Detection Systems. Rr. and RT referto reactivesystems that requirethe
aircraftto penetrate and react to the LAWSfMB drcuJation. Surface based single
doppler radars (TDWR) have good surveilancecapabilitiesbut may not detect all
MB's (dry) or winds at low altitudes.The FLIR system remotely monitors the cold
downdra[t reg/on of the MB during landing and takeoff. Vertical scanvJng avoids
interceptwith ground surfaceand warm boundary layer_r.
Fig. 2 Thunderstorm Microburst Detection by Scanning FLIR System. The forward scan-
ning and r_nging capabilities of the new FLIER system provides a 50-;'0 second warning
ofmicroburst penetration to the pilot of the appro_hing _ircraYt. Note that the FLIR
system has an ITOV that intercepts the MB in a horizontai pla.ne above the ground
surface.
Fig. 3 Wing-mounted Forw'ard-Looldng IL_Uometer Pod. The radiometer FOV(±I0 °) is
completely outside of the engine propellor _c. The rad.iometricmeasurements axe
supplemented with:
• Gust probe measurements of u_,d,u/.
• Doppler (navigation) wind measurements of _, _.
• Temperature and dewpoint meuaxements.
• Real-Time, Computer (MASSCOMP/Concm-rent Systems) controlled data ac-
quisition, data stor'4ge, and color g_raplfical display.
Fig. 4 RelationshipofThunderstorm Peak Gust with Temperature Drop (AT) atthe Surface
(Fawbush _LndMiller,1954).
Fig. 5 Transmittance of & 1,000--footpath in air &t sea levelcontaining 5.7 millimetersof
precipitablewater at a temperature of 79°F.
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Fig. 6 CO2 weighting functions for passbands 20 cm-' wide about center frequencies labeled
in the figure.
Fig.7 Mid-LevelPenetrationofWet MJcroburstwithT207 Research.AJrcr_t.
Fig.8 MB#1; VariationsofVerticalMotion(w),HorizontalWinds (Vt4),Temperature(T,),
and RsdiometricTemperatureDifference(ATR) Duringa Wet MicroburstPenetration
(seetextforexplanationand discussion).
Fig.9 MB#1 Cross-Section of Flight Paths and Vertical Motion Field (w) With Respect to
Distance (z) in km from the Initial Point at z _ 560 m. The mean (layer) environmen-
tal wind [V#(c)] and the MB translation velocity at mid-levels is labeled along with
the depiction of heavy (HP) and Lisht (LP) precipitation. The lower graph shows the
variability of the hazard fsctors F and F = Llong the flight path (see tex_ for further
explanation).
Fig.10 MB#2 VariationsofVerticalMotion(w),HorizontalWinds (VH),Temperature(T,),
and RadlometricTemperatureDifference(AT) Duringa Wet MicroburstPenetration
(seetextforexplanationand discu._on).
Fig. 11 MB#2; See Figure 9 and text for explanation.
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Status of Colorado State Universities' IR Research
Questions and Answers
Q: DAVE HINTON (NASA Langley) - You discussed a microburst penetration technique
for your Cessna that involved lowering the nose to increase or preserve airspeed, then
trailing off this airspeed for potential energy at low altitude. I can understand doing this
during intentional research penetrations begun at reasonable altitudes, but I am skeptical
that this could be safely performed in an inverted encounter at low altitude, say 100 or 200
feet AGL. Are you advocating a pitch down technique for general aviation pilots?
A: PETE SINCLAIR (Colorado Stare University) - Yes. For intense microbursts with
down-drafts of greater than 7 to I0 meters per second. The amount of pitch down, of
course, will depend on the magnitude of the down-draft and the altitude above ground
level.
Q: DAVE HINTON (NASA Langley) - Have you conducted any piloted simulation studies
to determine the acceptability and viability of this procedure for GA pilots of average skill?
A: PETE SINCLAIR (Colorado Stare University) - Not yet, but I plan to enter our
measured wind profiles into a flight simulator for development of GA flight procedures.
ROLAND BOWLES (NASA Langley) - It amazes me that people don't understand that you
descend when you lower the nose of an airplane. It also surprises me that we talk about
airspeed loss, dynamic pressure, forces on big lifting surfaces of 20 to 30% and realize that
there is still the factors of 2 in lift coefficient by just getting the wing bite into the relative
wind in the fight way. It's not a very simple problem.
WAYNE SAND (NCAR) - I guess I have to respond a little bit. There is some foundation
to what Peter is saying in this whole thing. It's a technique that actually has been proven
by the sail plane people. They do this all the time to deal with rotor clouds when they're
doing wave flights and all that sort of thing. The way they deal with it, to get through there
as quickly as possible with the least altitude loss possible, is to go fast and to get the nose
down. So I think that's the foundation for a lot of what he's saying and what he's trying to
suggest. I think it's a long ways from proving that's the fight way to do it. One of our
people has gone through some calculations on that with this sort of thing in mind and
actually came up with the same conclusion that you're probably better off in a light plane to
get through there as quickly as you can however you do that, providing you have the
ground clearance and all that sort of thing. I'm certainly not to the point of advocating that
yet either. It is something to think about and it's one of the points that I think should be
addressed.
ROLAND BOWLES (NASA Langley) - Sail planes don't have engines on them. One of
the first rules is to get the thrust above the horizon.
UNKNOWN - Being both a sail plane pilot and a general aviation commercial sector pilot,
I was just going to emphasize that in the sail plane arena the only option he's got to increase
his forward speed, and therefore minimize the time in the shear, is by lowering his nose.
That's the reason why we do that. However, in our sector, particularly the commercial
sector, you have other options available. I think that Peter's goal is certainly worthwhile
and that's to minimize the time in the shear. I think we can all agree that's a worthwhile
objective but whether you lower the nose and go for the ground in order to do that or not is
probably worth discussing.
6T6
DAVE HINTON (NASA Langley)- I'm also a sail plane pilot and I also understand
wandng to put the nose down to get out of the sink as quickly as you can. But what works
at 3000 feet may not work at 30. As anybody that has done any research on recovery
procedures knows, you can't simply go for the optimal recovery technique and say fly it,
there are other factors involved.
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